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1 As per ITU definition the (Mobile broadband subscribers 
(potential access)) has been replaced with the Active 
Mobile Broadband Subscribers.

The Active Mobile Broadband subscribers has been 
calculated as per ITU Handbook to represent the sum of:

(i) Dedicated mobile broadband subscriptions: (All 
subscribers who have subscribed to a data plan which has 
a subscription charge and fixed period of subscription 
irrespective of the subscription duration (daily, weekly or 
monthly plans)

(ii) Standard Mobile Broadband Subscriptions: (subscribers 
who use 3G broadband service at least once in a month 
without subscribing to a fixed duration plan. These are 
generally called “pay as you go” (PAYG) users.

Note: The New provisional population is (3,623,001) up 
to Mid of 2012; according to the lastest statistics provid-
ed by the National Center for Statistics & Information 
and households (402,286)
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485,943

485,943

0

4,888,723

4,381,042

5,374,666

148.35%

507,681Total Mobile
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2.1.1
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2.1.2

( 2.2.1 + 2.2.2 )
Prepaid

Operators
2.2.1

Resellers
2.2.2

1 As per ITU definition the (Mobile broadband subscribers 
(potential access)) has been replaced with the Active 
Mobile Broadband Subscribers.

The Active Mobile Broadband subscribers has been 
calculated as per ITU Handbook to represent the sum of:

(i) Dedicated mobile broadband subscriptions: (All 
subscribers who have subscribed to a data plan which has 
a subscription charge and fixed period of subscription 
irrespective of the subscription duration (daily, weekly or 
monthly plans)

(ii) Standard Mobile Broadband Subscriptions: (subscribers 
who use 3G broadband service at least once in a month 
without subscribing to a fixed duration plan. These are 
generally called “pay as you go” (PAYG) users.

Note: The New provisional population is (3,623,001) up 
to Mid of 2012; according to the lastest statistics provid-
ed by the National Center for Statistics & Information 
and households (402,286)
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Postpaid
3.1.1

Prepaid 
3.1.2

DialUp Internet
Subscriber 3.1.1 + 3.2.2

3.1

Fixed Broadband
Subscribers

3.2

Total Fixed

3.1 + 3.2
Internet Subs

4,682

383

5,065

130,379

135,444

33.67%

3.74%

FIXED
INTERNET
SERVICES

1 As per ITU definition the (Mobile broadband subscribers 
(potential access)) has been replaced with the Active 
Mobile Broadband Subscribers.

The Active Mobile Broadband subscribers has been 
calculated as per ITU Handbook to represent the sum of:

(i) Dedicated mobile broadband subscriptions: (All 
subscribers who have subscribed to a data plan which has 
a subscription charge and fixed period of subscription 
irrespective of the subscription duration (daily, weekly or 
monthly plans)

(ii) Standard Mobile Broadband Subscriptions: (subscribers 
who use 3G broadband service at least once in a month 
without subscribing to a fixed duration plan. These are 
generally called “pay as you go” (PAYG) users.

Note: The New provisional population is (3,623,001) up 
to Mid of 2012; according to the lastest statistics provid-
ed by the National Center for Statistics & Information 
and households (402,286)
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Active Mobile
Broadband
Subscribers

1,967,097

54.29%

MOBILE
BROADBAND

1 As per ITU definition the (Mobile broadband subscribers 
(potential access)) has been replaced with the Active 
Mobile Broadband Subscribers.

The Active Mobile Broadband subscribers has been 
calculated as per ITU Handbook to represent the sum of:

(i) Dedicated mobile broadband subscriptions: (All 
subscribers who have subscribed to a data plan which has 
a subscription charge and fixed period of subscription 
irrespective of the subscription duration (daily, weekly or 
monthly plans)

(ii) Standard Mobile Broadband Subscriptions: (subscribers 
who use 3G broadband service at least once in a month 
without subscribing to a fixed duration plan. These are 
generally called “pay as you go” (PAYG) users.

Note: The New provisional population is (3,623,001) up 
to Mid of 2012; according to the lastest statistics provid-
ed by the National Center for Statistics & Information 
and households (402,286)
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